Every student on IXL has a personalized Recommendations wall full of skills that have been specifically selected to help them grow.

### RECOMMENDATION TYPES

There are 5 types of recommendations and each one will help your students develop in a different way:

- **Work It Out**: Have a learner that's stuck on a skill? Have them work on these building block skills to solidify foundational concepts.

- **Keep At It**: These are skills that students are making progress in but haven't yet reached excellence (SmartScore of 90).

- **Go For Gold**: When a student has demonstrated excellence in a skill, these recommendations will encourage them to reach for mastery.

- **Next Up**: Extend your student's knowledge with Next Up recommendations, which build upon the skills they've already learned.

- **Try Something New**: Encourage your students to explore these new skills or topics they haven't practiced yet.

### IMPLEMENTATION INSPIRATION

The Recommendations wall is a great option for early finishers, small group instruction, bell work, or when you have a substitute. You can even get inventive and make a theme for the day, such as Try Something New Tuesday or Work it Out Wednesday.

### POST IT!

Display these posters in your classroom to help students understand the different recommendations types or to show them which type you'll be working on that day!
IXL Recommendation Types

**WORK IT OUT**
Stuck on a skill? Try working on these building block skills to help you tackle your trouble spots.

**KEEP AT IT**
These are skills you’re making progress in, but haven’t yet reached excellence (SmartScore of 90).

**GO FOR GOLD**
You’ve already demonstrated excellence in these skills—now it’s time to reach for mastery.

**NEXT UP**
Extend your knowledge! Build upon the skills you’ve just learned by trying these natural next steps.

**TRY SOMETHING NEW**
Explore new skills or topics you haven’t practiced yet.
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